
Offy Kit
Assembly Instructions



Offy Kit Description

The Offy is a quad offset generator. Each section is configurable for unipolar/bipolar and 5 volt/10 
volt operation. The configuration is done with jumpers on the back of the module. This 4HP 
module has a maximum 40mA current draw. Module depth is 46mm.

Main Board Assembly
Main Parts List:

Qty Title Reference(m)
4 Cap,100n,Cer,50V,Y5V,2.5mm PTH C3-6
9 10K Res,1/4W,1%,MF.PTH R7-15
4 1K Res,1/4W,1%,MF.PTH R1-4
2 Res,1R0,1/4W,5% R5,R6
2 Cap,22uF,25V,Elect PTH C1,C2
1 IC,Volt Reg,78L05,TO-92 PTH U2
1 IC,Volt Reg,79L05,TO92 PTH U3
2 Diode,BAT85,Schottky PTH D1,D2
1 Header,2x5,shrouded J2
2 Header,2x2,PTH J3,J4
2 header,2x3,PTH J1,J6
6 Shunt,0.1" J2

Unpack the main board parts:



A lead forming tool is handy and speeds assembly.

Here is a picture of the board for reference:



Start by inserting the resistors and the diodes. They are placed on the silk screen side of the board:



Flip the board over (carefully), solder, and trim the leads:

There are several techniques for holding parts in place while soldering. The first is bending the leads 
slightly. The second is to use tape like masking tape to hold the parts. The third is to tack solder the 
leads on the component side then flip the board and finish soldering.



Next solder the IC socket. Be sure to properly align the pin 1 notches on the board and sockets. The 
socket can be found in the bag labeled “Offy IC and Socket”. Flip the board and solder in the socket, 
making sure to hold the socket in place until the soldering is complete.





Locate the headers. Install and solder the headers, making sure to hold them in place while soldering:

There are a few methods to hold the headers in place while soldering. Since the headers should be the 
tallest components on the board at this time, you can simply place a piece of cardboard or other stiff 
material on top of the headers, then carefully invert. Another method is to place masking tape on the 
headers to hold them in place.



Locate the capacitors and regulators. Install and solder in place. Note the 22uF caps are polarized and 
need to be installed correctly. Take care not to mix up the regulators. One is a 78L05 (+5 volt) and goes 
in U2. The other is a 79L05 (-5 volt) and goes in U3.



Control Parts Assembly

Panel parts list:

Qty Title Reference(m)
4 Pot,100KB,knurled,vertical R1-4
4 Jack,3.5mm,Stereo,Vert J1-4
4 Knob,6mm,Black/White,Knurled Shaft R1-4

Locate the bag labeled “Control Board Parts”



Install the pots and jacks on the board, making sure the components are seated all the way down on the 
board. Place washers on the pots. Install the front panel, being careful not to unseat any of the 
components. Install and tighten the nuts on the pots and jacks.



Invert the assembly and solder all components:

Time for the marriage. This is where the two assemblies get soldered together. The orientation is thus:

Join the two assemblies. Invert, and support the main board (with something lying around) so that the 
two boards are perpendicular. This is important because if the mating angle is off the module may bump 
into the one next to it when installed in the rack.



Once the board is poisoned correctly go ahead and solder the pins (you can see a stack of scrap boards 
being used to support the main board):



Lastly, install the knobs:

Setup

Each section of the Offy can operate in unipolar or bipolar mode. This is set with jumpers on the top of 
the board (J1,5,6,7). For proper operation you must have a jumper in place for each channel. A jumper 
in the upper position sets Unipolar for that channel, the lower position is for Bipolar. Jumpers J3 & J4 
sets 5 volt or 10 volt operation. A jumper in place sets 10 volt operation, no jumper sets 10 volt 
operation. 


